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Introduction 
By a split radical pair we mean a ring R (always commutative with 1) together 
with an ideal I contained in the Jacobson radical of R, such that the projection 
R --+ R/I admits a section. One of the main results of this paper is a description of 
the kernel of the map K,(R)+ &( R /I) for a split radical pair (R, !). This 
description is based on elements (a, b) in K*(R), defined for a, b E R with 
1 + ab E R *. These symbols were introduced by Dennis and Stein [S] who also gave 
a list of relations. We use some of their relations, written in a manageable form, to 
define groups D(R) and D(R, I) (see Section 2). It turns out that for a split radical 
pair the sequence 
l+D(R,I)+&(n, R)+ K&t, R/I)+ 1 
is exact for n 33. In some cases it is possible to compute D(R, I) in terms of 
differential forms which gives new proofs for results of Van der Kallen on dual 
numbers [5] and of Bloch on Artinian Q-algebras [ 11; see (3.12). For some types of 
rings one can show the equality of K*(R) and D(R). For discrete valuation rings 
the presentation of Dennis and Stein in [3] can be reformulated that way (see (5.1) 
and (5.2)). Then with the help of a reduction theorem (4.2) we can transfer this 
result to some other types of rings. 
All these results were announced in [6]. 
Using a different method Van der Kallen is able to show the equality of D(R) 
and K,(R) for many other rings. Those results were. also in the announcement [6]. 
Recently Van der Kallen obtained new proofs. These will be published elsewhere. 
The authors are grateful to Dr. J.R. Strooker for introducing them to K-theory 
and drawing their attention to Dennis’ and Stein’s articles. We are very indebted to 
Wilberd van der Kallen for many discussions which led to the present paper. 
Moreover we want to thank Petra van der Kuilen for the careful typing of the 
manuscript. 
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1. Efements of K, and the Steinberg roup ’ 
1.1. Definitions [cf. [7, $5)). Let R be a ring and n an integer 3 3. The Steinberg 
group of rank n of R, denoted by St(n, R), is defined as the group with generators 
Xij(dl) where i, j E {1,2,. ., n}, i# j and a E R, subject o the relations 
(RI) Xij(a)Xii(b) = Xij(a + b) 
1 itf k# j and rZ i 
(R2) [xii(a), Xkt(b)] = 
xil(ab) if k = j and I# i 
(in a group [x, y ‘R denotes the commutate; xylc-‘y -I). 
The group E(n, R) is thb subgroup of Gl(n, R) generated by the elementary 
matrices eij(a) with i, j E ‘,1,2,.  .) n}, i# j and a E R. The matrix eii(a) has l’s on 
the diagonal, a on the (+)-spot and zeroes elsewhere. 
*There is a homomorpaism &r : St(n, R)+ E(n, R) sending X,(a) to cii(a). The 
kernel of Q is denoted by K&I, R). 
If m > n, there are homomorphisms St@, R) --, St(m, R ) and 
. E(Pz, i;t)* E(m, R) sending xii(a) and e,(a) to the elements with the same names. 
These homomorphisms cammute with the 4’s, so that there is a homomorphism 
K&z, R)+&(m, R). Taking the limits one gets the groups St(R), E(R) and 
Z&(R) and an exact sequence 
l-+&(R)-,St(R)-+E(R)+l. 
A ringhomomorphism f : R - S gives rise to homomorphisms St@, R)-+ St(n, S) 
and E(n, R)+ E(n, S) sending xii(~) and e;j(~) to Xij(j’(~)) and eiiCf(a)) respec- 
tivety. These homomorphisms commute with the Q’s and hence induce a 
homomorphism &(n, R )+ &(n, S). With this definition St( ), E ( ) and K2( ) 
become functors !rom the category of rings to the category of groups and all 
homomorphisms mentioned before become natural transformations. 
Let us now consider the category which has as its objects pairs (R, I) consisting of 
a ring R and a (not necessarily proper) ideal I of R, and in which a morphism 
f : t-2, I)-+ (S, b) is a ringmorphism f : R + S such that f(1) CJ. The category of 
rings is embedded in this new category via R + (R, R). If one has a group valued 
functor F on the category of rings that maps the trivial ring to the trivial group, one 
can extend it to the category of pairs by F(R, I) = ker(F(R)-, F(R/Z)). In this way 
we get the groups St(n, R, I), St(R, Z), E(n, R, I), E(R, Z), &(n, R, I) and &(R, jr), 
We emphasize that our K2(R, I) is not the Z!&(l) of Milnor 17, 461; we will come 
back to this difference in (3.11). 
1.2. Fix a ring R and an integer n 2 3. For u E R * one defines Wij(U)= 
xij(U)xji( - u -‘)Xij(u) and h,(u)= wij(U)wij( - 1) in St(n, R). The element hi,(U) is 
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mapped by 4 to the diagonal matrix with u cm the (i, i)-spot, u-’ on the (j, j)-spot 
and 1 elsewhere on the diagonal. 
An important role in the theory of Kz is played by the following elements of 
&(n, R ): 
and 
{u, V},j = h,(uu)h,(u)-‘h,(v)-’ for U, v E I? * 
(a, b)ij = Xji( 111 b(1 + ab)-‘)xi,(a)xii(b)xij( - a(1 + ab)-‘)h# + ab) 
for a, b E R such that I+ a6 E R *. 
Both types of elements are central in St@, m) and independent of the index (see 
[4,#9]). One could therefore omit the index. We prefer to use a rudimentary index 
* in order to distinguish between the elements introduced here and some 
unadorned {u, v} and (a, 6) that are considered in Section 2. 
From the identities with these elements listed in [4, 091 we want to mention at tilris 
moment only the following three: 
(a,b)*=(-6, -a),’ 
(a, b), (a, c), = (a, b + c + abc), 
(a, bc h, = (ah c )* (ac, b), l 
The second one is not in [4] in this form but it is easily obtained from what is called 
there (H2): 
(a, b + c + abc), 
= (a, b), (a(1 + ab)-‘, c(l + ab)), (1 + ab, (I+ ab + ac)(l + ab)?, 
= (a, b), (a, c), !ac(l + ab)-‘, 1 + ab), ( - (1 + ab), - ac (1 + ab)?, 
1.3. If one writes relation (R2) as xij(a)xj,(b) = xjl(b)xq(a)xil(ab), then three X’S 
appear at the right-hand side as opposed to two at the left-hand side. This turned 
out tt- be unpleasant for our reconstruction of (part of) the Steinberg group. 
Howe 2r the observation that x,(a) and x,,(ab) have the same first index made us 
consider the following elements: For i E {1,2,. . ., n} and a = (a,, . . ., a,) a se- 
quence in R with ai = 0 we put: 
Xi(a) = Xil(al)Xi*(&)* ’ l Xii-I(Qi-I)Xii+I(Ui+r) l l ’ Xh(iZ,). 
Furthermore: 
For I( = (Us,. . ., u,-,) a sequence in R * we put 
h(u) = hl ,(u&$iz). l l hm-, t&t-~). 
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(v) h(u)xi(a)=Xi(b)h(u) for all i, a and u, where bk = akUk_IU;‘UL!1Ui for 
k = 1,. . ., n (put ua = 24, = 1). 
(vi) xi(a)Xj(b) = Xj(C)Xi(d)h (u)(( - l)i+i+‘aj, (a l)‘+‘+‘bi), for ~11 i # j, a and b 
such that 1 + aibi E R *, where we write 
ck= k @ - akbi)(l i- ajbi)-’ for kf j, 
dk - c(k + Ujbk for kf i, j, 
dj = a](1 + a,b,), 
uk = 1 + ajbi for k = i, i + 1 ,...,j-1 if i<j 
for k=j,j+l,..., i-l if i>j, 
E(k = 1 else. 
Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) are immediate from (Rl) and (R2). (iv) follows from [7] lemmas 
(9.7) and (9.10). ( v is obvious from corollary (9.4) in [7]. ) 
(vi) Write xi(a) = xi(a’)xij(aj) with ai = 0, and Xl(b) = Xji(bi)Xj(b’) with b{= 0. 
Then one has ’ 
Xi(a)Xj(b) = xi(a’)$(bi(l + ajbi)-‘) xij(aj(l + ajbi))hij(l + ajbi)xj(b’)(aj, bi), . 
Now one can proceed using (Rl), (R2) and (v). One sees that no further elements 
appear from Z&(n, R). Next observe that hij(l -I- ajbi) = h(u){ - 1, 1 + &}f+‘+’ (cf. 
[7] lemmas (9.10), (9.7), (9.8)) and that 
(aj, bi),{( - l)l+j+‘, 1 + &}, = (( - l)““‘aj, (- l)i+i+lh)* 
This shows that the factor from K&i, R) in (vi) is correct. The rest can be 
checked at the matrix level because of (1.4) and (1.5). cl 
2. The groups D(R, I) 
2.1. Definition, “Let (R, I) be c pair” means that we want to consider a ring R 
together with an ideal I CR. A pair (R, I) is called split if the projection R + R/Z 
splits. A pair (R, I) is called radical if I is contained in the Jacobson radical of R. 
2.2. Definkion. Let (R, I) be a gair. The group D(R, I) has generators (a, b), one 
for each couple (a, b)E R X Z U Z x R such that 1+ a6 E R *, subject to the 
relations 
(DO) D(R, I) is abelian. 
(Dl) (a,b)(-b, -a)= 1. 
(D2) (a, b)(a, c) = (a, b -t- c + abc). 
(D3) (a, bc) = (ab, c)(ac, b). 
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We write D(R) instead of D(R, R). 
2.3. Remark. In (D3) it is possible that ab, ac, bc are in 1’ while a, b and c are not. 
In [6] we required (D3) only for the case that one of the elements a, b, c is in I. For a 
split radical pair and for (R, R) this makes no difference as we shall see below, but 
in general there is a difference. Here is an example: 
Take R = F@]/(t”), I = (t2). If one allows (D3) in the present form, it follows that 
(f, t”) = (t’, t)(t’, t) = (t’,O) = 1 (for the last step see Lemma (2.5)). If, on the other 
hand, (D3) is only required in the case where a, b or c is divisible by t2, one defines 
a homomorphism onto E,’ by (a + /3t + yt2, at*)+ /3S and (at”, a! + Pt + yt*)+ /3S. 
This homomorphism sends (t, t”) to 1, the non-trivial element of IFi. 
Now we prove that for a split radical pair there is no difference. Let R = S $ I, 
where S is a ring and I an ideal of R contained in the Jacobson radical. Let 
a =x+i, b=y+j,c=: +k with x,y,rES and i,j,kEI. 
Suppose xy = yz = xz = 0. The following computation does not use the stronger 
form of (D3): 
(a, bc) = (x, bc) (i(1 + xbc)-‘, bc) by (Dl) and (D2). 
(ab, c) = (xb, c) Iib(i + xbc)-‘, c) 
(ac, b) = (xc, b) (ic(1 + xbc)-‘, b) 
(i(1 + xbc)-‘, bc) = (ib(l + xbc)-‘, c)(ic(l + xbc)-‘, b) by (D3) 
(weak form). 
Combining these identities we see that (a, bc) = (ab, c)(ac, b) is equivalent to 
(x,bc)= I:xb, c)(xc, b), i.e. we may assume i = 0. Similarly one may assume j = 0 
and k = 0. Then the problem reads (x, yz) = (xy, z)(xz, y) or rather (x,0) = 
(0, r)(O, y). But (x,0), (0, z) and (0, y) are all trivial by (D2). 
The conclusion is that for a split radical pair the strong form of (D3) follows from 
th!e +veaker one. 
24. For every n 33 and every pair (R, I) there is a homomorphism 
S : D(R, I)-+ &(n, R, I) given by 6(a, b) = (a, b),, as one sees from (1.2). 
D( ) is a functor from the category of pairs 10 the category of (abelian) 
g’roups and 6 is a natural transformation. 
2.5. Lemma. Let (R, I) be a pair. In D(R, I) one has: 
(i) (a, e) = 1 if e is idempotent, in particular (a, 0) = 1 and (a, 1) = 1. 
(ii) {a, b)-’ = (a, - b(l + ab)-‘), (a, b)-’ = ( - a(1 + ab)-‘, b). 
(i) From (ae, e) = (ae, e>(ae,e) it follows (ae,e) = 1. Use ( 
(a,e)=(ae,e){ae,e)= 1. 
60 (a, b)Ca, - b( 1 + ab)-‘) = (a, 0) = 1. And similarly for the other identity. q 
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2.6. Notation. (I+ I)* = (1 -I- I) f? R *, the group of units of the form I+ i with 
i E 1. 
2.7. Leznma. For U, v E (I + I )* the foUowirtg identity holds in D (I?, I): 
((u - l)v-t, 21)=(-u, -(v-l)u-‘). 
Proof. ((u - l)C, v}=(-(u-l)u-tu-t,v}-t=(-(u-l)u-‘u--’,-uv) by 
(ZS)(ii). Similarly ( - u, - (U - 1)~ -‘) = (uv, (U - 1)~ -‘v-‘). Hence: 
((u - I)v-‘, v)-‘( - 2.4, -(; - l)u-‘j’ 
= (uu,(u - l)u-tv-‘)(uv,(2, - I)u-‘v-‘) 
= (uv,(uv - T)u-‘v-‘) by (D2) 
= (- ‘l,(uu - 1)u--‘v-y by W) 
= 1. Ll 
2.8. Definition. For u, v E R * with u or v E (I + I)* define: 
{u, v) = ((u - qv-‘, v) if u E (1-k I)’ 
/ s -_u \ 9 - (0 - l)u -‘) if v E (1 + I)*. 
The previous lemma shows that there is no conflict if bott7 t and I) are in (1 i- I)“. 
2.9. Proposition. The homomorphism 6 : 
{u, v), . In D(R, I) the following identities 
(i) {ld, u) = {v, u}-’ 
(ii) {u, VW} = {u, u){u, w) 
(iii) {u, - u} = 1 
(iv) {u,l-u}= I. 
D(R, I)+ &(n, R, I) sends (u, u} to 
are valid if the terms are defined: 
Proof. The first assertion follows from 14, $9x]. The identities are immediate from 
the definition in (2.8) and the relations in (2.2) and (2.5). n 
Combining this proposition with Matsumoto’s theorem [7, theorem 11.2] 
one sees 
ry. For a field F the homomorplzism 6 is bijective i.e. 
D(F) = K,(F) = &(n, F) for all n 2 3. 
We conclude this section with some properties of ( ) as a functor. 
n 
2, a product of ri 
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D(R)=D(R,)xD(R$. 
(ii) If R = lim Ri, the limit of a filtered inductive system of rings, then -9 
D(R) = IimD(Ri). 
(iii) If (R, I) is a radical pair, then )’ e sequerzce 
D(R,I)-,D(R)-+D(R/I)+O 
is exact. 
Proof. (i) Write ;:ln element of R as a couple (a,, az) with ai E Ri (i = 1,2). The 
homomo:-phism i3(R)+ D(RJ X D(R2) is given by 
((al, aA, (h, bJ ) H ((a, h), (az, b& 
It is easily checked tha-’ &his is an isomorphism. 
(ii) CIearIy there iz-.. a homomorphism (Y : IimD ( Ri ) + D (R ). Consider a 
generator (a, b) of D(W). For some index i the rinc Ri contains a, b and (1 + ab)-‘. 
So there is an element {a, b) in D (Ri) and it is mapped to (a, b) in D (R ). Similarly, 
each relation from the &fining set of relations for D(R) can be lifted to an identity 
in some D(Ri). This shows that a! is an isomorphism. 
(iii) Let a --) a denote the projection R + R/J. Since I is contained in the 
Jacobson radical of R, we have that Q E R is a unit if and only if c;r’ is a unit in R/I. 
So fo: every (G, b) in D(R/I) the element (a, b) is defined in D(R). This (a, b) is 
mapped to (i&6). This shows exactness at D(R/I). Let D = im(D(R, I)+ D(R)). 
As the sequence D(R, I)-, D(R)-, D(R/I) is a null sequence it is enough to 
prove that the map @ : D(R)/D -+ D(R /I) has an inverse. First observe that for 
s,tEI and l+ubER* one has 
(a + s, b + t) = (a, b)(s(l + ab + at)-‘, Ib + t)(a, t(1 + ab)-‘) 
=(a, b) mod D. 
Hence the class of (a, b) modulo D depends only on the residue classes a’ and & 
Thus it makes sense to define 
@, b) = (a, b) mod D. 
This map 6 clearly extends to a homomorphism 5 : D(R/Z)+ D(R)/D, which is 
inverse to $. cl 
xamples. (1). Let X be a scheme and let ID(&) be the sheaf (of abelian groups) 
associated to the presheaf U c* D(I’( U, Ox)>. Then (2.1 I)(ii) states that for every 
point x E X there is an isomorphism: D(&), = D(0& 
(2). In (2.ll)(iii) the map D( ) may not be injective. 
example which appeared in a di 
Let R = F#]/(t”) and I = (t’). There is a homomorphism , I)+ O=: defined 
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by ((x + Pt + yt* + St”, et’) m @z and (Et3, (Y + /3t + yt” + St’) I+ - $3~. It malps 
( - t, t”) to - 1. In particular we see that ( - t, t”) is a non-trivial element of D (R, 1’). 
Now we compute (- t, t”) in D(R): 
(- t, t”) = (- t3, t)( - t2, t”) = ( - t”, t)“. 
Hence ( - t t”)” = 1. Moreover: 
( - t, t3)3 = ( - t, 3t3) = 1. 
So we see that in D(R) the element (- t, t”} is trivial. This shows that the map 
D(R, I)-, D(R) is not injective in this example. 
3. The main theorem and its proof 
3.1. Theorem. (i) If (I?, 1) is a radical pair, then, for any integer n 2 3, the 
homomorphism 6 : D(R, 1 j+ &(n, R, I) is surjeciive. Consequently S : D (R, ir)-+ 
&(R, I) is also surjective. 
(ii) If (R, I) is a splir radical pair, then for any integer n 2 3, the homomorphism 
8 : D(R, I)+ K2(n, R, I) is an isomorphism. Hence, S : D(R, I)-3 K2(R, I) is an 
isom urph ism too. 
The proof of thic, theorem fills the greater part of this section. In a game with 
words we construct a group Aa and a homomorphism &, : AA + St(n, R, I). The 
map PA turns out “;o be surjective. In the split case we exhibit an action of St(n, R/I) 
on AtA and we show that the corresponding extension is isomorphic to St(n, R). 
From this it foIlows that & is an isomorphism. D(R, I) wiil be equal to 
&*(K2(n, R, I)) and S will be the restriction of PA. Thus the results for & imply 
those for 6. The first part of the theorem is already known from [8, theorem Xl]. 
Here we obtain a proof as a byproduct of the proof of the second part. From now 
on we fix a radical pair (R, I) and an integer n a 3. 
3.2. Let n be a partial order reIation on {1,2,. . ., n} i.e. a subset of {(i, j) 1 1 s i s n, 
i s j s n} satisfying the following two conditions: 
(I) both (i, j) and (j, i) are in 7s IC and only if i = j. 
(2) if (i,j)Ew and (j,k)En then (i,k)Ev. 
By W- we denote the set of words in the following letters 
Xi(a) for i E {1,2,. . ., n} and 4 = (a,, . . ., a,) a sequence 
hn R with ai = 0 and ai E I if (i, j) e V. 
(u) where II = (u,, . . ., u,-l) is a sequence (of units) in 1 + 1. 
D where D E D(R, I). 
urthermore we define a map Pn : TV, + St@, 1 by (cf. (1.3) and (2.4)). 
&(X(a))= xi(a), &(W))= h(u), &(D)= W), 
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juxtaposition in W. becomes multiplication in St@, R); the empty word is mapped 
to the identity. 
3.3. D&&ion. Let A = AoA !A2 and A ’ = .AoA iA2 be juxtapositions of three 
words. ‘Then we say that A ’ is obtained from A by replacing the subword A 1 by A I. 
Only thle following replacements and their compositions will be allowed (cf. (1‘6)). 
(Recall that O=(O,O ,..., 0), l=(l,l,..., 1) and that addition and multiplication of 
sequences i  defined coordinatewise. Furthermore ( ) denotes the empty word.) 
(1) Xi(O)-+ ( ) for all i. 
(2) H(l)--* ( )* 
(3) D d( ) if D = 1 in D(R, I). 
(4) Xi(U)Xd (b)* Xi (U + b) for all i. 
(5) H(u)H(v)-* H(uv){rMll, vJ{vl, uJ(uz, ~2) l l l 9 9 {zL~, s-~}. 
(6) DID2-•(D1D2) whe;*e the right-hand side denotes the product in D(R,I). 
(7) Xi(a)Xj[b)+ Xi(c)X.,‘d)H(u)(( - l)““‘Uj, (- 1)““‘bi) whenever i <j, where 
ck” k @ - &bi“(l + ajbi)-’ for k# j, 
dk == uk + iljbk for k# i, j, 
dj = aj(1-t ajb \, 
uk = I + ajbi for k =i,i+l,..., j-l, 
uk = 1 else. 
(8) H(u)Xi(a)-+Xi(b)H(ll) for all i, where bk = artUk-~ti;‘U~JIUi for k = 1,. . ., n 
0 k a e u. = u, = 1). 
(9) DL + LD where D E D(R, I) and L is any X((a) or H(u). 
The nine type !: of iransformations listed above wi!l be called elementary 
replacements. The type of an elementary replacement is its number in Lhis list. 
If B can be obtained from A by a replacement (not necessarily an elementary 
one and even B = A is permitted) we will write A 2~ B. it follows from (1.6) that 
&(A)= p=(B) if A 3 B. 
3.4. Proposition. Z= is a partial order relation on Wm. For all A E “ty, the set 
(B E ‘;d’;,, 1 A 2 B } is finite. 
roof. Consider for a word A tne quintuple r(A ) = (r,, r2, r3, r4, rg) defined by 
tj = number of times one has Xi(a) at the k th position in A (cour,ted from 
left to right), Xj(b) at the Ith position while i < j and k < 1. 
r2 = number of times one has X(a) at the k th position, H(u) at the Ith 
position while k > 1. 
r3 = number of )‘s occurring in 
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rd = number of times one has D (E D(R, I)) at the k th position and Xi(a) 
or H(u) at the Ith position while k < 1. 
rs = the length of the word A. 
The quintuples are ordered lexicographically. This definition of r(A) was devised 
precisely so that r(B)< r(A) if B can be obtained from A by an elementary 
replacement. From this the proposition easily follows. cl 
3.5. Definition. AZ, is the set of miitimal elements of WV for the ordering 2 . 
The elements of J& are exactly the words of the form 
Xn (a(“))X,, - (a’“-‘)) 0 l l X,(a”‘)H(u)D 
1 
where Xk(atk)) (resp. H(u) resp. D) only occurs if aQk) #0 (resp. u # 1 resp. D # 1). 
From this we see that /3n maps J&, and hence also WV, to 0, (see (1.5)). 
3.6. Proposition. For each A E WV there exists exactly one B E J&. such that A 2 B. 
Proof. We show that the replacement system LW,, h,r,s the so called Church-Rosser 
property: 
If A, B and C are words in WV such that A 2 B and A 2 C, ) 
then there exists a word E such that B 2 E and C 2 E. 
This suffices to get the proposition: Let A be any word. There exists a word B in 
& such that A 2 B. If C is another such word, then according to the 
Church-Rosser property there will be a word E such that B 2 E and C 2 E. By the 
minimality of B and C we find B = E = C. 
Now we prove the Church-Rosser property for “ur,. Let A, B, C E W= be such 
that A 2 B and A 3 C. We look for E such that B 2 E and C 2 E. Since the set 
{F E Ww 1 A 2 F} is finite, by an easy induction argument one can reduce the 
problem to the case where B and C are obtained from A by an elementary 
replacement. It is obvious that E exists if two disjoint subwords are replaced. E is 
also easily found if one of the two replacements is of type (1), (2) (3), (6) or (9). 
Since the replacements are now performed within a three letter subword of A, we 
may assume that A itself is a three letter word. Eight situations require further 
study. One can construct minimal words B,, and C,, such that B 2 B. and C a Co. 
We indicate these constructions by a diagram. For instance 
B -1 - 3 - 2 - B,, 
will indicate that one erases successively a letter Xi(O), 1, H(S) to get Bo; one might 
wonder which Xi should be erased if there are more than one, but that will not 
cause Terious pro eated use of 6 or 9 is indicated by just a single number 
6 or 9. Since /3 = pxCo, we see fro (l-4) and (15) that the only 
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difference between B. and CO can be in the letters from D(R, I). So proving that BO 
and CO are equal comes down to proving some identity in D(R, I). 
We now list the eight cases. 
I. A = Xi (ajXi(b)Xt (c). 
AN4-*-4--o 
‘4-c--_-co 
There is nothing to be proved in D(R, I). 
II. A = H(u)H(v)H(w). 
AH5 -B~--9--_--_--_o 
b -c -S--6--_-0 
To prove in D (R, I): 
This is an easy exercise. 
III. A = H(u)H(V)Xi(a). 
A’s-B-g-8---o 
‘8-c-~~~~~~ 
The identity in D(R, I) is trivial since it has equal left-hand and right-hand sides. 




There is nothing to be proved in D(R, I). 
V. A = Xi (a)Xi (b)Xj (c) with i < j. 
A~4---7---o 
‘~-C-7-9-8--_4&--_-C 0 
To prove in D(R, I): (we write (ii) for ( - l)i+i+i) 
((ij)(ai + bj),(ij)G) 
This follows Immediately frtbm (2.8), (D3) and (D2). 
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VI. A = Xi (a)Xi (b)Xj(c) with i < j 
A/7-B-9-8-7-4-9-5-6-Be 
h--c--_-_-co 
To prove in D(R, I): 
’ 
((ij)aj,(ij)bi)((ii)a,(1+ uibi),(ijJ~*~ { 
1 + a.b, + ax- 
-L-1-1,1 + aibi 
1 + aibi 
= ((ij)ai, (ij)(h + ci)) 
which is easily done by (24, (D3) and (D2). 
VII. A = H(u)Xi(@Xj(b) with i < j. 
A,~-B-8-7-9-S---;i-BB, 
‘7-C-8--_-S-6-C,, 
To prove in D(R, I): 
((ij)~iu~~-_‘luiuj-~u~‘,(ij)biu~~~UjUi-~~;’). {I + Uibi, UF!IUj-I}= 
= ((ij)c+ (ij)bi){l + t+b;, u;‘uj}e 
This foltows immediately from (D3) and (2.8). 
VIII. A = Xi (ajXi((b)Xk (C) with i < j < k. 
/ 
7-B -9-_8-7-9- j-‘;r-~-S-8--_.-BBo 
A-\7 - C -7--9-8-S-7-9-S-6-G, 
To prove in D(R, I), writing P = 1 + akci + ajbi + aibkci and Q = 1+ adi + 
bkci - &b&j, that 
((ii)+ (ij)bi)((ik)(tZt + ai&), (ik) 1 +‘Ajbi ) {p, (1 + aibi)QP-‘I 
is equal to 
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First we make the following substitutions in order to get rid of the signs (ii), 
($4, (W 
Now by 
x2 = (#a,, x3 = (ik)a, 
y, = (ij)h, y3 = (jk)fik, 
tt = (ik)ci, ~2 = (ik )cj, 
R = 1 + x3z, + x2yl - x2y.,zl and 
s = 1+x3z,+yzzz+x3y,z2. 
(D3) and (2.8) one has: 
( y++;;y1 ,(z2 + X2 71 + x2y,z2)(1+ xzy,) R > ((1 + xzy,)SR-‘, k(l + xzy,)-‘} 2 I 
= ((y3+ x,y,)R .‘y z,+ XZZI + x2y,z2). 
Moreover 
{R,(l + xzy,)SR”‘) = {R, - S}{I + ~2~1, - I)@(1 + x2y,)-‘,(I + x2y,)} 
while 





X2Y39 1 +z;2y, i {R(l+ xry,)-‘, l+ x2y,} = (~;~J,). 2 I 
Combining these four identities we see that the left-hand side of the desired identity 
is equal to 
(- x2, - yd 
( 
~,z,)((y,+x,y,)R-,,r,+x,z,+x~y,r,~{R, - S]. 
A similar caiculation shows that the right-hand side is 
(y3.r,)(~3,~y~)(-(&-~3~2+*2y~z2), -(y,-y3z,)S-‘){R, -S} 
The factors (R, - S} cancel out. The rest of the left-hand side can b;: rewritten as 
follows 
(-x2, - y,) ( yf$y, z, ((y-1+x-ly,)R-‘,zz+xzz,+xzy,zz) ) 
= 
c-x2, - YJ(y$y, zl 
> 
((y3+~3y,)R-h22,) (y3+x3y,)~-~,&- 
( 3 I > 
= e-x!, -yJ yf-g, 
( 
zt (~2(y3+~3y,)R-‘,z,~~ ) 
-(z,(y.3+ x>y,)R-‘A) ( fyz+ x3y,)R-‘, 1 +z;Rz ) 3 I 
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-’ = (x3, My’, x2)-’ 
> ( 
(y3+ ~3y1)R-‘, 1 :‘RZ ) 
,x3 1 
= (X3, Z’) yLzY2cLx2 -’ 
1 +x321 H 
Y3fA 
1 + x z ,z2 {S(l + xnz’)- ‘, R(1 + x321)-‘}. 
3 1 > 
It is readily checked that all terms in the above computation are ,defined. 
Now interchanging x2 and z2, y1 and y,, z1 aqd - xg changes the first line of this 
computation to the inverse of the right-hand side of the desired identity, while the 
last line is changed to its own inverse. Now we are through. This is the end of the 
proof of Proposition (3.6) cl 
3.7. We are now in the position to make JU, into a group: 
For A, B E J&c, define A * B to be the unique element of JU, determined by the 
juxtaposition AB. 
The unit element is the empty word ( ). 
The inverse of X,(a(“))X,-,(a(“-“) l l . X’(a”))H(u)D is the minimal word that 
corresponds to 
WH(u-‘)X1( - a(‘)) l l l 
’ ’ l Xn( - a(n))(ulu2 l l l i&-l, - l}{Ul, Uz)(U2, U3) l l l (Un-29 l&-l}. 
It is clear that D(R, I) is a subgroup of JU, and that & : JU, ---) St@, R) is a 
homomorphism. 
Let V’ be another order relation on (1,2,. . ., n} such that 7~’ c 7r. Then ‘W$ is a 
subset of W”,. The transformation rules on W+ are restrictions of the transforma- 
tion rules on W*. Moreover, if A E W& B E Ww and A 2 B then B E W+. 
All this shows that J& is a subgroup of 4,. In particular every JU, contains the 
group &, where A is the order relation corresponding to the diagonal in 
11 , . . ., n} x (1, *. . . n}. 
3.8. Notation. We write Xi](a) for Xi(a) with a = (0,. . ., 0, a, 0,. . ., 0), where a is on 
the i th spot. It is ;\n element of JU, if a E I or if (i, i) E 7~. 
3.9. Lemma. The following identities hold in euery & that contains each term of the 
expression 
(i) Xii(a)* J$,(Sj = Xij(a + 6). 
\ 
( ) ifk#jandl#i, 
6) [X,(a), Xu(b)] = 
Xil(ab) ifk=jandl#i. 
. (i) Use an elementary replacement of type 4. 
(ii) Use me following sequence of elementary replacements for the word 
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x-,(a)*Xkr(b)*Xii(-a)*Xkl(-b): 
If k# j and Z# i: 7 - 4 - 1 - 4 - 1. 
I! k=j, Z#i and i<j: 7 - 4 - 7 - 4 - I. 
Ifk=j,l#iandi>j:7 - 4 - 4 - 1. 0 
3.10. Lemma. J& is a normal subgroup of every &. 
Proof, It is easily seen that & is generated by & and the elements Xii(a) with 
(i, j) E T and a E R. Moreover .& itself is generated by the elements D, H(u) 
(with the usual meaning) and Xii(a) with a E I and (i, j) arbitrary. Using (3.3) and 
(3.9) it is easily checked that X&(a) * A * Xii(a)-’ E Jlua for every generator A of 
JUT and every Q E R and rile, j) E w. q 
The proof of the first pi.rt of Theorem 3.1 comes to an end. The homomorphism 
pb maps & to a subgrksqilp of St(n, R) which contains the elements x,(a) with 
a E I. Moreover, if .I E & and 4 E R, one can lift the expression 
xii(a)@b(A )xii(a)-* to &(a)*A * Xij( - a) in some JU,~. Lemma 3.10 shows that 
the lifted expression is in &. So xij(a)&(A)xii(a)-' is in the image of &. SO the 
image of & is a normalt subgroup of St(n, R) which contains all x,(a) with a E I. 
Moreover && C ker(St(rz, R)-, St(n, R/Z)). It is easily seen that there is a 
homomorphism St(n, R/Z)+ St(n, R)J&& given by Xii(G)+ +(a) mod &J& ; 
here a’ E R/Z and a is representative for a’. This proves that pd.& = St@, R, I). 
Using the normal forms of (3.5) and (1.5) one sees that PA maps the subgroup 
D(R,Z) onto the subgroup K&z, R, I) of St(n, R, I). This finishes the proof of 
(3.1)(i). 
From now on (R, I) is supposed to be a split radical pair. Write S = R/Z. We 
exhibit an action of St(n, S) on &. For x E St(n, S) and A E & the result of the 
action of x on A is denoted by 'A. For xij(s)E St@, S) and A E & define 
“@A = ;U,(S)*A *Xij(- S), 
computed in some J& with (i, j) E n. The right-hand side is in & because of (3.10). 
Lemma 3.9 shows that this defines an action of St( n, S) on & We make St@, S) act 
on St(n, R, I) by conjugation. Then the map pd commutes with the respective 
actions. Form the semi-direct product St@, S) l AA according to this action. The 
elements of this group are pairs (x,A) with x E St@, S) and A E J&. The 
multiplication is deffined by (x, A) l (y, B) = (xy, y-lA * B). 
There is a homomorphism x : St(n, S). & + St(n, R) given by x(x, A) = 
x l pd (A). We construct an inverse to x. 
Each element of R can be written uniquely as s + a with s E S and a E I. Put 
$(S + a) = (&j(S), Xi(a)). 
It is clear that $ will be inverie to x, once it has been extended to all of St@, R). 
The map @ can be extended to all of St(n, ), if it preserves the relations (Rl) and 
(R2) i.e. for s, t E S and a, b SE Z it should be that 
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(Xii(s), &(a))(xij(t), &j(b)) = (xij(s + t), Xij(a + b)) 
and 
[(Xij(s), &(a)), (Xkl(t), xkl(b))] 
I 
(14 3) if kfj andf#i 
= 
(xil(st), Xi,(sb + ta + ab)) if k = j and I# i. 
This can be checked by a -straightforward computation. The restriction of +!I to 
St@, R, I) is an inverse homomorphism to pd. This shows that &, : Jlua --) St@, R, I) 
is an isomorphism. Using (1.5) and (3.5) one sees that the restriction of PA to 
D(R, I), that is 8, is an isomorphism D(R, 1)s K&z, R, I). This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. cl 
3.11. Theorem 3.l(ii) makes it possible to give a presentation for Milnors relative 
group K,(I) for any radical pair (R, I). Let us first recall the definition of K,(I) (see 
[7, §6]). Consider a radical pair (R, I). Let T be the fibred product of R with itself 
over R/I i.e. T = {(x, x’) E R X R 1 x = x’ mod I} with multiplication and addition 
coordinatewise. Projection on the first factor T-, R induces a morphism 
K2(T)-, K*(R). By definition, K*(l) is the kernel of this morphism. Clearly, the 
kernel J of the projection pl : T + R is ((0, x) 1 x E I}. This ideal is contained in the 
Jacobson radical of T. Furthermore, the projection pl is split by the diagonal rnq_~ 
x + (x, x). So (T, .I) is a split radical pair. What here is called K,(I) is what was 
called before Kz(T, J). Hence we have a presentation for K*(l). Explicitly: Milnors 
Kz(l) is isomorphic to the abelian group with generators ((x,x’), (y, y’)) where 
X =x’, y =y’modIandxory = 0, subject to the relations: 
(Dl) ((X, X ‘), (y, y ‘)> = ( - (y, y ‘), - (x, x ‘D-’ 
(D2) ((x, x’), (y, y ‘)) ((xv x ‘), (2, z ‘1) = ((x, x 7, (y + 2 + xyz, Y ’ + 2 ’ + x ‘Y ‘2 ‘1) 
(D3) ((X, X ‘), (yz, y ‘2 ‘)> = (( X2, X ‘2 ‘)9 (y, y ‘)> ((xy, x ‘y ‘), (z,z ‘I)* 
3.12. Example. From (3.1) we will derive a result of Bloch [ 1, theorem 0.11. Let R 
be a ring, S an augmented R-algebra with augmentation ideal J. Assume JN = 0 
for some N 3 1. Moreover, assume that every positive integer G N is invertible 
in R. 
Write 0 k and a: for the groups of (absolute) KBhler differentials and ai,, for the 
kernel of 0$-, &. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 
This is proved via the presentation for K*(S, J) and fl i.,/dI The group &/dJ is 
given by generators adb with a, b E S and a or b in J which are subject to the 
relations: 
($20) The group is commutative. 
(al) l-da = 0 for all a E J. 
(s22) ad(b + c) = adb + adc. 
(fl3) ad(bc) = abdc + acdb. 
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According to (3.1) &(S,J) has a presentation with generators (a, !I), for a, b E S 
and a or P, E J, and relations (DO), (Dl), (D2) and (D3). We will use an additive 
notation. 
First a special case: 
K,(Z[~,T3I(T”),(T))=0. 
This will follow from the fact that for m = 1,. . ., N - 1 the canonical map 
c&, : K,(Z[l/N!, TJ/(T”“))+ K@[lIN!, T]/(T”)) 
is injective. According to (3.1) (i) the kernel of & is generated by elements of the 
form (fT”, g) with fig E Z[l/N!, T]/(T”‘*). Since Tm+’ = 0 one can assume that 
f E Zil/N!]. Write g = z*+ glT with goE Z[l/N!]. Then: 
(fl”, g 1 = (fT”’ go) + (fT”, gr T) ((D2) and Tm+’ = 0) 
= (fT”; g,,) + (fglTm, T) ((D3) and T"+l = 0). 
Hence, kercb, is gener%ated by elements of the form (pm, g) and (fr”, T) with 
fi g E z[l/N!]. 
ClaSm. All these elements are trivial. 
As for (fr”, T): 
(flTm, T) = (n: + l)(fT”, T/(m + 1)) (@Z) and Tm+’ = 0) 
= (f(m + l)“, (T/(m + 1))““) (D3) 
0. 
As for (jT”, g), it Lfhces to consider only (fT, g) E K&![l/ N!, T]/(T2)), since one 
can use the substitution T H T”. 
The expression is linear in g, because of: 
= (fT, g + 8’) +” (fT29 fgg') + (f2gg’T, n 
Now, let -n be a power of N! such that ng E Z. Then: 
(fT, g > = n (fT/n, g > = (fT/n, ng ) = Tg (fT/n, 1) = 0. 
This concludes the treatment of the special case. 
0ur only reasons for treating this special case are the formulas 
(1, T) = 0 and (e(T, l), T) = 0 in &(%[l/N!, T]/(T*)), 
where e (T, 1) is defined below. 
V) - l), which a priori is an eleme 
ts image under the canonical projection onto 
)‘I), which we 
(*ala ‘( a)z)I = ( pI ‘co)~~ :uo!luam.xo~) ‘02 3 u 3 ): paumsse 
slCm~e si l! ‘uo!laas s~ql UI l ool uwqdrotuos! ut! s! ( 8 ‘u)zy t- ( ~)a : g suoy!p~o~ 
uya:, ~apun uaql kus!qdJowos? UB so (s ‘u)yy c( S)Q : p PUB ‘ws~yd.towowoq 
flU~'T2 S!He-S:& WqlSalk?lS LjD!yM URIOa~l~ ST UO!l3aSS~ql JO 1inSaJ U!W ay,L 
l laIjlO q3Ea 01 aSJIaAi.l! adI? L pUE D J?i?qJ y3aq3 01 3apeal CXjl 01 l! aAle 3M 
l fpJ”; u f- (f ‘s)tx 
ms~qdroumuoq 
e 01 spualxa D OS ‘qp( V - ‘q -)I = Vp(q 'V)] 1131~1 xg aql sasn auo par\%saJd 
osIe s! (~a) leql aas OJ ye%z sayyap! aql WOJJ snoflrqo si (za) slxtdsal D gzq~ 
WOJJ SMOIIOJ (Ia) slaadsa3 D l~q~, 
uwqd~owouroq B sa@ I ama~ l (~&o~) suoye~a~ 
aql slDadsaJ L leql paymq3 @sea s! lf aAoqe sayluap! aql pur! siql 8uisn 
‘P ‘4) - 
= (q ‘v) A~3e~iulrS 
‘(Q ‘(v ‘W - 
= (0 ‘(q %)a) amayh ‘0 = (qv ‘(I ‘qv)a) aAoqe am Ie!aads aqi ia 
‘(V ‘(4 ‘v)a) = (qpv)l 
‘VP( Q ‘a = ((I ‘v-) 
J”d .r 
pm s IeJaua8 .IOJ srusrqd.Iot.uosi ayi 30 uoil!uyap aq$ JOJ Apt?a~ s? %g~k~alra MON 
‘A = ((A ‘Xb‘X)I 
A = ((A ‘x)1 ‘xb 
(2 GAx)lA = 
‘x)1 
(z’xx)%t = ‘x)3 
(ZAX + Z f A ‘X)1 = (2 ‘X)1 +(A ‘X)1 
(Z ‘X)a(A ‘X)aX +-(2 ‘X)a +(A ‘X)2 = (2 + A ‘X)3 
I.luaP! ~U!MOIIOJ aW ‘(ZX’AJO = 1 aJaqM ‘(Nl)J[z ‘A ‘X ‘iNJl]Z 
Y 
1eq1 
SnOiAqO S! J! 
uOg!uyap 
SW 
uJ0+1 •(N(~~))/[A ‘x ‘iN/lIZ 
U! (I + AX)201 *_X Jo &h.w ayl aq (A 'x)1 la1 ‘~IJeIrUf~S 
. 
. . 
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Proof. Since I Grad(R) we have St(n, R, I)C& and E(n, R, I)Ca,, (cf. (1.3)). 
Using (1.4) and (1.5) one immediately sees that St(n, R, Z)-+ E(n, R, I) is surjective. 
Applying the snake lemma to the diagram 
&(n, R)+ K&z, R/I)1 
1 -1 I 
l--, St(n, R, I)+ St@, R)+ St@, R Jr>-1,1 






we find that &(n, k?F I-+ &(n, R/I)’ is surjective. In the following diagram with 
exact rows the top wow is exact by (2.1 l)(iii): 
D(R, I) --) D(R) + D(R/I) -,O 
J 4 4 
Q+ lir,(n, i, I)-, Kz(n, &+ K2(n, l&1)+0. 
The vertical arrow on the left is surjective by (3.1)(i). In case (ii) it is an 
isomorphism by (3.f)(ii). Now use the snake lemma. cl 
4.2. Theorem. Let R, I) be a radical pair. Let S be a ring, f : S --) R a homomor- 
phism such that 
(i) R = f(S)+ I 
(ii) (S, f-‘(I)) is a radical pair. 
Suppose that 8 : D(S)+ K&S) is an isomorphism. Then 8 : D(R)-*K& R) is 
an isomorphism too. 
Proof. Let the ring T be defined as follows. As a set T = S x I. Addition is defined 
coordinatewise, and we set 
(s, i)(s’, i’) = (ss’, f (s)i’ + f(s’)i + ii’) 
for s,s’E S, i, i’E I. 
Projection onto the first factor defines asurjective homomorphism p : T + S. Let 
J=Kerp ={(O,i)liEI) 
be its kernel. Since Z CRad(R) the pair (T, J) is a radical pair. As p is split by the 
map s H (s,O) and 6; : D(S) --) Xz(n, S) is an isomorphism, it follows from (4.l)(ii) 
that S : D(T)-, Kz(n, T) is an isomorphism. 
Now define g : T -+ R by (s, i)+ f(s) + i. By (i) g is surjective and 
K = Kerg = {(j, -f(j))/ j E f-‘(I)}. 
Condition (ii) shows that (T, K) is a radical pair. From (4.1)(i) we conclude that 
S : D(R)-3 K2(n, R) is an isomorphism. I 
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4.3. Example. If S is a ring such that 6 : D(S)+ K&z, S) is an isomorphism then 
also b; : D(S[X,, . . ., XJ)* K&t, SIX,, . . ., XJ) is an isomorphism for 3 s n G 30. 
This follows for instance from (4.l)(ii). 
5. K2 of discrete valuatbn rings and applications 
In their paper [3] Dennis and Stein give a presentation of KZ of a discrete 
valuation ring. Using the symbols ( , ) we are able to give a much more simple 
presentation of this Kr. We also draw some conclusions from Theorem 4.2. 
5.1. Theorem. (Dennis and Stein [3, theorem 2:31). Let A be a discrete valuation 
ring with maximal ideal P. Then for every integer n 3 3, including n = m, K&z, A) is 
isomorphic to the abelian group with generators (u, v), u, v E A *, subject to the 
relations . 
(Sl) (udh, v) = {Ul, VHUr, 4 
(S2) (84, 0) = (G, u)-’ 
(S3) {u, - u} = 1 
(S4) {u,l--1(}= 1 if l-uEA* 
W) w-pqvJ=( -++fJg{ -p$fy forp,qEP 
w [ - I-qr l-NT l-p’ l-p 11 
_ 1-pr l-pQI 
l-q’ l-q - l-r’ 1-r )I 
I--pq i-pq 1 
1 = 
for p, q, t E P 
(S7) ~u,,l+qul)(~,l+~~~~u~~}=~v~.l+qv~~{ $$$+f~;3:u’)} 
for all q E P, u,,&, vl, v2 E A” such that u1 -I- ur = v1 + v2 = P. 
The isomotphism is given by sending rhe generator (u, v} to the Steinberg symbol 
(u, v}* E Kz(n, A). As a consequence 
K2(n, A)z K3(n + 1, A)% K2(A) 
for ill1 n B 3. IJ 
5.2. Theorem. Let A be a discrete valuation ring. Then for 3 < n 6 30 the map 
6:D(A)-+Kz(n,A) is an isomorphism, i.e. K2(n, A ) is isomorphic to the abelian 
group with generators (a, b), a, b E A, 1 + ab E A * and relations 
(Dl) (a, b) = (- b, - a)-’ 
(D2) (a, b)(a, c) = (a, b + c + abc) 
(D3) (a, be) = (ab, c>(ac, b). 
roof. Identify K2(n, A) with the group described in (5.1). We are going to 
construct an inverse 4 of 6. Of course we define 4(u, v} = {u, v}. To prove b, is 
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“good”, we must verify (Sl)-(57) in D(A). Relations (Sl)-(S4Q are proved in (2.8). 





=(-a,r) if aEA, rEP 
in which P is.again the maximal ideal of A. This relation is proved as follows: 
(-a,r)=(-1+1-C&r), 
I I-u l-ur = - --. _I I I-_t’l-r - 
Note that everything is defined because r E P. Using (*) one sees relation (SS) 
reduces to 
b4pq)=k- qww-p~,q~ 
which is a special case of (D3) and (S5) reduces to 
C-qr,pwp* qWpq,r)== 1 
which is easily seen to be a special case of (D3) too. To prove (S7) write the 
left-hand side as 
L,l+qur} ~;$+~~;~u2)}=(-ul, -q:( - *-, -4) 
I I I I 
= (- (u, + U2)r - 4). 
Similarly, the right-hand side is equaP to (- (u, + uJ, -q). As uI -t- uz = tll+ ~2, 
both sides are equal, and (S7) is proved in D(A). As &(n, A) is generated by 
Steinberg symbols, it follows from the definition of b, and (2.9) that &#J = idKzt(n.A). 
Now S is surjective, so S is an isomorphism if we prove that C#B is surjective. 
Let (a, b) be a generator of D(A). Now one of the following cases holds: 
(i) b E A * then (a, 6) = (1 + ub, b} E irn C#J 
(ii) b E P then (a, b)= - fi,ek”) E imd). 
This proves 4 is surjective and the theorenl is proved. cl 
5.3. Remark. One can also prove Theorem 5.2 without using (5.1). For that, one 
must substitute relations (Sl)-(S7) in Dennis and Stein’s proof by (Dl)-(D3). We 
omit the detaits. 
5.4. Proposition. Let R be a local ring, wit.cl .residue class field k. Les S be a discrete 
valuation ring, f : S -+ R u homomorphism, such that the composite rnq S --) R + k 
is surjective. Then 6 : D(R)+ K2(n, R) is UK\ isomorphism for 3 c n =G 00. 
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Proof. By (5.2), 6 : D(S)+ K&z, S) is an isomorphism. It is easy to see that the 
radical pair (R, P), P the maximal ideal of R, satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 4.2. cl 
5.5. Theorem. Let R be a local ring, such that the residue class field k is isomorphic 
to ff,,, p prime. Then 6 : D(R)+ Kz(n, R) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We have a homomorphism Z-, R. Because R is a local and k = F, this 
extends to a homomorphism Z@+ R and evidently HtP1-* R + IF, is surjective. 
Now use (5.4). 0 
5.6. Let R be a local ring, k its residue class field. We say that k has a 
multiplicative system of representatives if the projection R * + k * has a section 
which is a homomorphism. 
We denote by & a primitive d th root of unity in C. Its minimal polynomial over 
Q is denoted by (ad(X). It is an element of Z[X]. Its image in any ring is also 
denoted by Gd(X). 
Theorem. Let R be a local ring with finite residue class field k of order q. lf R has a 
multiplicative system oj representatives, then ci : D(R )-, &(n, R ) is an isomorphism 
for 3 GnSw. 
Proof. The group k * is cyclic. Let a be a generator, ar its representative. Let 
m=q-l.IfdI m, d# m then ad - 1 # 0. As ad - I = I&id Qf(a), it follows that 
@d(a) # 0, and hence @d(a)E R *. Now 
We conclude that a,,&) = 0. From this we see that the homomorphism Z[X]+ R 
which sends X to a! factors over Z[X]/(@m(X))z Z[t;m]. NOW 
is surjective since [m goes to (Y. Let CY = Ker@[&] + k ). Since R is local, we have a 
homomorphism 
By [9, theorem 7-5-41, H[lm] is the ring of integers in Q([,& hence it is a dedekind 
domain. As the height of 9 is one, Z[&,& is a discrete valuation ring. Now 
use (5.4). u 
5.7. Corollary. If R is a complete local rin, 0 with *finite residue class field then 
S : D(R)< &(n, R) is an isomorphism 
Proof. R has a multiplicative system of representatives by [2, lemma 71. q 
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Added in proof. Frans Keune recently generalized ths result of Theorem (3.1) as 
fdlows: If (R, I) is a radical pair then there is an exadt sequence 
K~(R)-,K3(RJI)-*Q(R,I)-*K,(R)-*~2(R4I)~O, 
where however D(R, I) is defined using relation (D3) only with d or b or c E 1 
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